Tomorrow River Community Charter School
Supply List 2016/17 School Year
The TRCCS is inspired by Waldorf and has specific supplies for our curriculum. The supply list for families
is small but we do have an annual supply fee of $50 per student ($25 for Prekindergarten). If the cost
for the supply fee is a hardship for your family please let TRCCS know and we will make alternative
arrangements.
We ask that all items brought to school be free of commercial characters and have the child’s name on
them.

1st: Ms. Teresa’s Class









Scissors
2 Folders
Paint/Project Smock
Hankie for personal use and box of tissue for the classroom
Backpack
Change of clothes including underwear, socks and shoes: appropriate for the weather
Outdoor clothing appropriate for the weather needs to be worn to school each day. Children
spend between 1 to 2.5 hours outside each day.
Inside shoes (crocks, slippers, etc., slip-on is helpful)

2nd: Ms. Stacy’s Class










Scissors
2 Folders
One Notebook with no lines
Paint/Project Smock
Hankie for personal use and box of tissue for the classroom
Backpack
Change of clothes including underwear, socks and shoes: appropriate for the weather
Outdoor clothing appropriate for the weather needs to be worn to school each day. Children
spend between 1 to 2.5 hours outside each day.
Inside shoes (crocks, slippers, etc., slip-on is helpful)

3rd/4th: Ms. Emily’s Class





Scissors
1 Yellow folder, 1 Green folder and 1 take home folder with brackets in the center
1 notebook without lines
1 composition notebook








Paint/Project Smock
Hankie for personal use and box of tissue for the classroom
Backpack
Change of clothes including underwear, socks, and shoes: appropriate for the weather
Outdoor clothing appropriate for the weather needs to be worn to school each day. Children
spend between 1 to 2.5 hours outside each day.
Inside shoes (crocks, slippers, etc., slip-on is helpful)

4th/5th: Ms. Maggie’s Class
















Violin
Scissors
Compass and protractor
3 pencils and 1 black fountain pen
2 Folders
Wooden ruler
1 Composition notebook
1 graph paper composition notebook
Drawing paper
Cloth Napkin
Hankie for personal use and box of tissue for the classroom
Backpack
Change of clothes including underwear, socks, and shoes: appropriate for the weather
Outdoor clothing appropriate for the weather needs to be worn to school each day. Children
spend between 1 to 2.5 hours outside each day.
Inside shoes (crocks, slippers, etc., slip-on is helpful)

